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ABSTRACT 

When drilling fr0m a bou0m supponcd ~tructurc. :he bc~t 
procedure for handlin2 ;i 1hre;itcned blowout from ;:: ~h;ill0w 
ga~ form;ition is 10 di\·cn the g;is flow ;iway from the mucture 
and drillin!! ncnonnei. Case histories were revic\\"eC :n which 
failures occurred du~ing divcner orerations due le' cr0~ion 
cau~ed by s;ind production. A model d1vcncr system '-'"a~ con· 
structed to c\·aluate thi~ problem and provide inform;won th;it 
can be used in the design of divener systems. A number or 
pirc fillings used at bends in divcrtcr systems were experimen
tally evaluated. The effect of flow velocity, liquid corncnt. and 
s;ind concentration were included in the study. 

It was found that very rapid wear can occur at ·.-elocities 
near i;onic \'elocitv. Wear rates of 8-in./hr were measured for 
shon radius "Ells.;. The rate of erosion was found to be abou1 
two orders of ma2nitudc higher for e.as/sand mixtures than for 
liquid/sand mixtu~res. An equation ,\•as developed for predict· 
inst the wear rate for \·arious field conditions. Recommenda
tio~ns arc given for improving the erosion resistance of divencr 
systems. 

11\"TRODUCTION 

Blowouts arc amon11 the most dangerous ha7.ards of off
shore oil and stas exploration. When a well threatens to 
blowout, the quick use of properly designed blowout preven
tion equipment is necessary to avoid harm to personnel and 
loss of the drilling struaure. Well control is especially difficult 
when a threatened blowout situation occurs at a shallow depth, 
J?rior to selling surface casing in the well. Under the..~ condi
tion~. closing the blowout prcvcnters can lead to severe well 
control complications. Jf the well is closed at the surface. 
hydraulic fracturing is likely to occur in an exposed ~hallow 
formation td11e to the build-up of pressure in the well. If one 
or more fractures reach the ~urface. the resulting flC'w can 
destroy the foundations or a bottom-supponcd structure 
(Figure I). 

Tables and ilh1m;ui<'n~ at end of paper. 

Because of lhc difficultic~ in handlin2 e.as flows while drill
ing at shallow depths. considcrahle attcn~o-n should be given to 
preventing such flows when planning the well and when drill· 
ii1g the shallow portion or ihc well. Seismic technique~ and 
d;i1a from nearb\' wells can sometimes be used 10 identifv 
potential shallow "2as 7.0nes NiM 10 drilling. These data can 
also he used to c~i!matc formation pore pressures and required 
mud \•:eights 10 safely contrn! the well through 1hese 1.0ncs. If 
lnc;ili1.cd gas concentrations uc detected by seismic analysis. 
ha1.ard~ can sometimes be reduced when selectinst the surface 
well location. 

Unfortunately. use of exi~ing technology docs not always 
prevent the occurrence of shallow gas flows. Historical drilling 
records since 1965 for the Outer Continental Shelf of the Gulf 
of ?.kxico indicate that shallow gas flows have been encoun· 
1ercd approximately on 1 well out of every 900 drilled. Sha!· 
low 2as blowouts ha\'e accoumcd for 25% of all blowouLS ex· 
pcricnced in this area. Thus. contingency plans mus1 be 
developed to address this possibility. Since 1975. a divcner 
syslem has been required for rigs drilling on the Outer Con· 
tinental Shelf of the Gulf of ~vlexico. The function of the diver· 
ter system is to permit flow from the well to be directed over
board, away from the drilling personnel and rig structure. The 
c.~~entiai elements of a divener system includes: 

( 1) 	 a vent line for conducting the flow away from the 
structure that is large enough to prevent a pressure 
build-up in the well 10 values above the fracture 
pressure. 

(2) 	 a means for closing the well annulus above the vent 
line during divcner operations, and 

(3) a means for closing the \'Cnl line during normal drilling 
operations. · 

There has hc~n coni;iderahlc uncertainty as 10 the best pro· 
ccdure to follow when shallow gas flows arc experienced. 
Some operators use ii contingency plan which calls . for a 
rnlumc of weighted mud 10 he maint;iincd and a dynamic well 
kill procedure to he ancmptcd a~ soon as the well is placed on 
the di~·crtcr. Howen~r. a recent -.1udy l Koederitz el. al.. 1987] 
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h.i~ ~IH,\\·n th:u .i dv11.1mir kill i~ usu:tll\' nol fcasihk with .w.1il
~l~lc rig pumps A.lso, records ;l\·:til:ihlc in the E\'cnts File 1lf 

the Mincr:ils Management Service indic:i1c :i di\·crtcr failure 
r:itc of approxim:itelr 50% during sh:illow g:is flows. 

The three mosl common modes Clf divcncr fililure ha\'e 
been: 

(I) a failure of 1he vent line valve to open. 

(2) form;ition fracture due to insufficient ventline si7.e, and 

(3) erosion. 

The first mode of failure can be essentially eliminaled 1hroul!h 
proper _sel~ction _of diverter valves and valve operators followed 
b)'. periodic maintenance and testing. The second mode of 
failure can ~.addressed through proper sii~ing of vent line~. 
v:ilves,_ and fittings. and by selection of an appropriate conduc
~or casing _dc;pth fBeck et al, J987]. The third mode of failure 
is more diffJcult to address and is the topic of this paper. 

This study was broken into three main parts. First. A\·ail
abl~ data Crom several case histories were obtained and 
reviewed. In the second part of the study, a model diverter 
syst_em was CC?nstructed and experiments conducted to better 
defme the variables affecting the rate of erosion. In the third 
pan of the study, methods for estimating the rate of erosion 
under various field conditions were developed. Based on this 
Sltl~y. recommendations are given for improving the erosi0n 
resistance of divener systems. ~ 

REVIEW OF FIELD CASE HISTORIES 

Information was collected on 31 wells that encountered 
!'hallow _gas.. Typical loc;itions of erosion type failures are 
sh0wn in Frgure 2 for a simplified divener schematic. 
Problems tend to occur: 

( l) at bends in the diverter line. 

(2) at flexible hoses connecting the diverter to the 
 
wellhead. 
 

(3) at valves or just downstream from valves. 

(4) in the wellhead and divener spool. 

The severity of the erosion problems experienced was greatly 
affected by the quantity of sand produced by the well. When 
c0n~iderable sand was produced, divcrter component failures 
started in the bends and valves and progressed back to the 
wellhead. The entire wellhead and annular preverter was cut 
from the well in an extreme case. For this well, sand piles of 
ten feet in height \rere reported on the rig floor after the well 
bridged. 

Because of the sensitive nature of the data, available infor
mation on most of the field cases identified and studied was 
very limited. The time elapsed before the uncontrolled flow 
stopped was not known for three of the cases. Of the remaining 
28 cases, two were succc.'isfully killed using a dynamic kill 
procedure shortly after the now began. Jn one case, two relief 
wells had to be drilled before the well could be brought under 
control. In 25 cases ( 90% ), the well pluMcd due to horehole 
coll_apse.· In 14 cases ( 50% }, flow stopped within a one day 
pcnod. In 22 case.'> ( 79% ). flow stopped within a one week' 
period. 

REVIEW OF PREVIOliS EROSION Sll_'.OJES 

. Erosic:n c_an ·he c:msed hy c;witation. impingemenr of fiq

111ds. M impingem~nt o~ solid p;irticles. Erosion by impinge· 
 
mcnt of sohd_ particles 1s ~he most rapid. and is of primary 
 
concern for d1verter operations. Previous erosion studies using 
 
flat plates. {Finnie. 1967}, {Goodwin, 19691. (h·es and Ruff. 
 
1978). h~ve shown. tha_t the total mass of material abraded 
 
from !-1 sohd _s1:1rface 1s d~rectly proportional 10 the total mass of 
 
abr:isrves st_nkmg t~1e s~hd surface. Thus, the erosion resulting 
 
from abrasive particle impact is often expressed in terms of a 
 
spec{fic erosion factor, F., which is defined o.( the moss ;f .rteel 
 
remoi·ed per unit moss of obro.rfre. 
 

Jves and Ruff 11978}, working with 0.15 mm abrasives 
 
( ~ 00 mesh) an~ flat steel plates, showed that erosion rate was 
 
directly proponional to the velocity of the particles striking the 
 
plate, raised to a power. Measured velocity exponents ranged 
 
from 2.5 to 1.8, and decreased .\~·ith in~reasing steel tempera
 
ture. rt was found that the spcc1f1c erosion ractor varied with 
 
the attack angle at which the abrasive stream approached the 
 
steel plate. The velocity exponent was observed to vary only 
 I
slightly with attack angle. t 

Goodwin et.al. [1969J, studied the effect of the size of the 
abrasive particle on the specific erosion factor for particle siw; 
up to 0.2 mm (about 60 mesh). His data shows that erosion 
rates . i_ncr_casc with particle si7.e up to about 0. l mm for 
veloc111es in the range of 200-300 mis. Erosion rate remained 
essentially independent of particle size for diameters between 
O. 1 and 0. 2 mm. The critical paniclc size. aboYe which ero
sion rates became independent of particle si7..e. tended to 
decrease with dccrca!'ing \'clocity. 

Tolle and Greenwood [ 1977], studied the flo\\· of gas/sand 
mixtures in tubulars for .gas \·clocities of up to 30 m~/s. Data 
\~·a~ collected on the rat_e of weigh! loss of se\·eral types of 
fnungs used 1~ accomphsh a 90 ~egree bend in a pipe. He 
found that weight loss tended to increase linearh· with time. 
?e\'eral materials were evaluated for erosion resisiance, show
ing o.nly mo~es1 improvcmenL~ could be achie\'ed through 
f!iiltenal selccnon. The use of a larger diameter Yelocity reduc
tion chamber upstream of the turn was found to be effective in 
combination with a plugged Tee. 

EXPERIME1'TAL STiiDY 

In the current study. two experimental set-ups were used 
to measure the rate of erosion in various fiuin2s. The first set 
up (Figure 3a) was used for mud/sand slurries. Drilling mud 
flowed from the right side of a partitioned tank to a centrifugal 
pump, through 20 feet of 2-in. inside diameter pipe. through 
the fitting being evaluated, and then back into the tank. Flow 
rates were periodically checked by temporarily closing an 
equalbdng line connecting the left and right sides of the tank. 
Sand concentration in the mud was also pcriodicalh· checked 
hy taking a sample from the tank. · 

The second set-up (Figure 3b) was used for gas/sand and 
gas/water/sand mixtures. Compressor supplied air nowed first 
through a flow control valve and 2-in. orifice meter. The 
flow control valve maintained a constant flow rate bv meanli of 
a process control computer. Sand was added to the now stream 
from a 6000-lb capacity sand blasting pressure pot through a 
metering valve. The weight of the pressure pot was con
tinuously monitored, and the sand flow rate was determined 
from the rate of change of weight with time. Water or mud 
could he introduced downstream of the sand injection point. 
The mixture then flowed through 56 feet or 2-in. inside 
diameter line. through the fiuing being evaluated. through a I 
f001 tail piece. and then exited to the atmosphere. 
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$...... ,, The £ittings cvalu;ued included 5tccl Ells. plu~ged Tees, 
Vetrticc Ells. and rubber hoses (Figure 3c). Weight loss and 
wall thickness loss were rcriodically determined during the 
tc.c;ts. Wall thickness measurements were made using an 
ultrasonic method. Thickness profiles were determined along 
both inside and outside radii of the bends. Data were collected 
to permit evaluation of ~and rate, fluid velocity, • f\uid 
properties, and fitting type. The sand used in the experimental 
tests was No. 2 blasting sand. Grain size distributions measured 
fM several diff~r_ent batches arc shown in Figure 4. 

Efrect or Sand Rate on Erosion Rate 

The use of the specific erosion factor, Fe, for characteriz
ing the effect of sand concentration on erosion in pipe bends 
was evaluated using the data shown in Figure S. Note that the 
wear rate was found to be directly proportional to the sand rate 
ror the range of conditions studied. These sand rates were suf
ficient to result in sand concentrations of up to 0.12%. At high 
concentrations, significant decreases in the specific erosion 
factor would be expected due to interference between sand 
2rains. However. the use of a constant value for the specific 
erosion factor appears acceptable for sand concentrations rep
 
resentative of di\•erter operating conditions. 
 

Effect of Velocity on Erosion Rate 

Experiments were conducted in the current study to deter· 
mine the effect of vclocitv on the rate of erosion for velocities 
or up to 220 mis. The experimental results are shown in 
igure 6. The apparent slope of 2 includes the eff~ct of in
reasing steel temperature with increasing flow velocl!y due to 
 
he sand particles impacting the wall of the fitting. Al very high 
 
elocities, portions of the fittings were observed ~o smoke and 
egin to turn red due to very high temperature increases. 

ffect or Fluid Type on Erosion Rate 

Comparison of Specific Erosion Fadors. Fe, obtained in 
imilar fittings for mud carried abrasives and gas carried 
hrasives suggests that erosion rates are lower for mud by one 
o two orders of magnitude ( Table I). The addition of small 
uantities of liquid 10 a gas/sand mixture was found to increase 

he specific erosion factor. The observed increase was more 
han would be expected due 10 the increase in gas velocity 
aui;ed by the liquid hold-up. The presence of liquid in the 
ystem appeared to increase the cutting efficiency of the sand. 
 
hi~ was especially true in plugged Tees. 
 

The higher erosion ·rates for gas is thought to occur because 
he transfer of momentum from the solids to the fluid is much 
ess efficient. Thus. the solid panicles strike the wall of a 
end at a much greater angle in gas than in liquid (Figure 7 }. 
or ductile materials such as steel, the maximum rate of ero
ion occurs at an angle of impact with the eroding surface of 
bout 20 degrees. For brittle materials, the maximum rate of 
rosion occurs at an angle of 90 degrees [Ives and Ruff, 
978]. 

The addition of liquids to th.e gas at volume fractions above 
 
% has been shown to have a large effect on the maximum 
 
sonic} velocity of the mixture [Beck et al, 1987). AL at· 
 
ospheric pressure. the maximum velocity is reduced from 
 

bout 300 mis to about 30 mis ,by increasing the liquid frac· 
on to I 0%. Since velocity is ihe most important parameter 
ffecting the erosion rate. the addition of liquids to the flow 
ream would be expected to have a favorable eHcct under 
me condition!'. 
 

Errect of Fitting T.n>e on Erosion Rate 
 

Long radius ·Ell~ and flexible hoses arc currently the mos
common fittings u5ed to make a turn in a divcrter system. Th
effect of radius of curvature. r. on the specific erosion factor
Fe, is shown for liquid/sand mixtures in Table l and fo
gas/sand mixtures in Figure 8. Note that the erosion facto
increases with increasing radius or curvature for liquid/san
mixlurcs, but decreases with increasing radius of curvature fo
gas/sand mixtures. Since the expected flow velocity and rate o
erosion is much higher for gas flows, the effect shown i
Figure 8 i~ of greater imponance in the design of diverter sys
tems. For gas/sand mixtures, the specific erosion facto
decreases rapidly with increasing radius of curvature, up to an
rid value of about 9. Above this value, the erosion fado
decreases much more slowly with increasing rid values. 

Rubber was found to be less erosion resistant than steel
when tc.~ted at a common rid value. However. the expecte
field performance of flexible rubber hoses is about the same as
for steel ells because of the inherently larger rid values for
flexible hoses. 
 

Specific erosion factors for plugged Tees are shown in
Table I. A plugged Tee was found to be about two orders o
magnitude more erosion resistant than a long radius or short
radius Ell ror dry gas/sand mixtures. When small quantities of
water i~ produced along with the gas. the observed improve
ments obtained using a plugged Tee drops to about one order
of magnitude. When only liquid and sand are present. the
plugged Tee is les~ erosion resistant than the long radius or
short radiu~ Ell. 
 

Specific erosion factors for Vortice Ells are also shown in 
Table l. The Vonice Ell fitting was found to be superior to all 
other types for ga~i$and mixtures. The pipe just downstream of
the \/or.ice Ell wa~ found to fail more quickly than the fining .
.'\fter replacing downstream sections or pipe several times 
during an extended test, no appreciable wear was noted in the 
Vorticc Ell. 

The location or the areas of maximum wear rate for the 
various finings studied are shown in Figure 9. For gas/sand 
mixture~ in Ells and flexible hoses, failure occurred on the 
outside wall of the bend. at a point approximately where the 
centerline of the upstream pipe would intersect the wall of the 
bend. For mud/sand mixtures, the point of failure remained 
on the outside wall of the bend, but moved downstream to a 
point near the exit of the fitting. 
 

For the plugged Tee and Von~ce Ell fittings. th~ most 
severe wear occurred near the exit for gas/sand mixtures. 
However, wear was more uniform with some wear occurring 
throughout the fitting. No metal targets were used in de.ad-end 
portion or the plugged Tees. For runs made with 0.4 
bhl/mmscf liquid present in the gas, maximum wear w~s ob
scrvcd in the dead-end portion of the plugged Tee. This sug
gests that the use of metal targeli; can be beneficial. However. 
field problems ha\'C been reported due to metal targets break
ing loose and mo,·ing downstream. Thus, targets should be 
designed as an integral part or the fitting. 

EROSION RATE EQUATION 

Based on the experimental work perfo~med. in this study, 
the following equation is proposed for estimating the rate of 
erosion in di\'encr systems: 
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Recommended values for specific erosion factor. Fe. arc 
given in Table 2. 

The accuracy of the proposed calculation method was 
,·erificd using the experimental data collected in this study. A 
comparison of the calculated and observed erosion rates are 
given in Table 3. The average error observed was~. This 
was felt 10 be an acceptable level of accuracy for divencr 
design considerations. The following example illuma1es the use 
of the ero!'ion equations and the adopted system of units. 

Example 

Es1imafe !he l{fe of a dfrer1er having an inside diome1er of 
9.25-in. r0.235 m) and a wall thickness of 0.375-in. 
(9.525 x 10-) m) for a gas role of JOO MMSCF.'D !32.77 
m 1 Is). The las/ bend in the system is a seamless .Heel Ell 
ltaw'ng an rid 1·alue of J. 5. The estimated pressure at rhis 
jiffing, which is 150/1 ( 45.7 m) from the exiF. i.< 70 psio 
( 48 3 kPa j and lite design sand rate is 2. I 2 f ''.< .. 

(1.0 x 10-J mi Is}. Tlte 1empera111re of the gas i.< I 50 F 
(66 ft Ci and 1he reference temperature is 60 F 'i6 ftCi. 
Tlte spec{(ic gra\•ify is 2.65 for sand and 7.85 for Jteel. 

Solution 

The gas flow rote at the filling is 

J J0 I 6 6 + 2 73 , • _, 
32.i? m Is - =8.04 m ·ts e; ! · 

. 48) 16 + 273 / .{ .,_· .< 

The gas _fraction for no liquid (dry gas) and no slip is 

8.04 = 0.9999 
8.04 + 0.001 + 0 

The .superficial gas i•elocity is 

8.04 m 
3 

/s = 185 mis 
 
2!_( 0.215/ m 2 
 

4 

The specific erosion factor from Table 2 is 0.89 gtlr.g or 
-l 

0.89 x JO lr.gtkg. 	 The Erosion rate from Equation I is 

dh 	 185 2= 0.00089 2.65 0.001 
 
dt 100(0.9999,i
7.85 :!!., 0.2J5l 

4 
-5= 2.37 x 10 mis 

The r.uilli,11<·d l({c of tire £11 is 

• -J 

9.525 	 x 10 Ill 

= 402 s or 6.7 min 
2.)7 x J(f' mis 

Equations I and 2 were used to estimate the erosion life of 
various divener components under a variety of assumed field 
conditions. Calculated erosion rates for Ells having an rid of 
3.5 andfor a sand rate of 0.00 I cubic mders per second arc 
shown in Figure I 0 as a function of divener inside diameter 
and superficial gas velocity. Note that erosion rates increase by 
two orders of magnitude as velocity increases from 30 mis to 
the maximum (sonic) velocity of about 300 mis. Note also. 
that for a given sand production rate, the erosion rate decreases 
with increasing diameter. when referenced at the same velocitv. 
However, lhe velocity al a bend depends on the pressure as 
well as the flow rate. Thus. the effect of diverter size on ero
sion rate at an upstream fitting is quite complex and depends 
upon a number of factors. 

The effect of fitting type on predicted erosion rates is shown 
in Figure t 1. :"ote that an order of magnitude decrease in 
erosion rate .is predicted for changing from an Ell to a plugged 
Tee or Vort1ce Ell. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The data obtained in this study suggests that bends in diver
ter systems should be avoided when possible. When a bend is 
required. a plugged Tee cir Vortice Ell should be used. A 
divcner system should be used during a shallow gas flow on a 
bouom supponed structure primarily to provide time for an 
orderly rig ab;indonment. When high flow rates are ex
perienced, the divener system should not be depended upon 
for an attempt to regain control of the weli. The use of sand 
probes at the divcrter exit is recommended as a warning 
device. 
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i'\0'.\-1 ENC LATIIRE 
 

A Cross sectional area, m 
 

Fractional volume of liquid. 
 

Fractional Volume of gas. 
 

Specific Erosion Factor. kg/kg 
 

h thickness. m 
 

Flow rate of abrasives. m l Is 
 

Superficial gas velocity, m/f. 
 

\' ,, - Superficial liquid velocity. ml~ 

r 
? Density of ahr11sivc, kg/m~ 

f) Density of steel or wall material. kg/m'' 

Time, s 

811 

.- .. _ ,, 
---·----""""~,-rr~~ 



Flnld T)'f't 

~pc-dnC' •:r.t1•t1 1-·aC1ftr• ta lka I 

~''' ~&HI •:u I Cuc Scttl FJI 
I rid: J I ( rid• J.ZS I 

C.OI Scm
Mugc-d T« 

Ca•t Stttl 
Vertln F)I

Ch•)·/\\'atirr Mud 

M1111:1ic Vifictttity • 6 CJ'I l O.llOU 0.117' 0.llOU 1.0021 
Yield l'oint • J lb/ I 00 (1 . 

.Air 
.. 1.6 1.5' O.O!SS 
 0.0071

Air •ilh 
 
II.I nnlJMMSCf w..., - I  ··"" -

1\lr "'ith 
II., lllllJMMSCF W•ler 

Air •ilh 
II.I lllllJMMSCF Mud 

- 1.6' l 
;

- I 

0.0$7 -
O.OJ! -

• Pailurc ttecurred in pire •·a:: ju,:1 dl'"-·nJ.trnm or litttftf. 

Table I - Errect or Fluid Type on Speciric Erosion Factor For Casi Steel 
I AS"nt A 216. Grade WBC l 

r I <I 
l.iquid Flnu 

Ell ('.)<t SICC'I 
• . ..,... ...·rr ! et.nor 

i ~u111k•~ Steel 
' ............ ,.11 

:.n J <.:~c1 ~lcel
' .-: ...... wf'<; ;.n n.001 

~<"amlro Steel 
·~·- ··r• 0.79 0.9J 

2.S .?.n n.an1

j 5r.amle•~ ~lttl 
1 ._....,... n 0.'9 

J.n <.:u1 Scccl 
':'• .......... ft<: t.! l.,s 11.001• 

!'umlc•s Stec-I 
c;• ...,;. ... ,... 

J.S Ca,:t !i;ccc:I
~...... wee J.! l.J! 0.0076 

0.5! O.!! i 
•.O Cut Steel

G• W"": ~-' 1.0 0.01

n.•9 ! 
,.s Us• Steel •.. ........ n. 7 Q.77 0.01

O.•• I 
5.0 Cast $zcc1 n.s 0.01 

~- ·11.tlC' 

5umte•' Sled 
~·- •r• O.JS O.J! j
Rubber 1.00 0.02 

a.n O.JO 
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